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Main features of
two-bedroom
apartment layout
type p44t 

 There are two spacious balconies

attached to the living room and one

of the bedrooms. Height of the ceiling

is about 2.75 meters.

     It's also important to pay attention

on some   disadvantages of such

layout and minimize them. One of

them is primarily a load-bearing wall

that separates the space of the

kitchen and living room and makes

impossible to combine them into one

large  united living area for gathering

all members of family and meeting

guests.

In general, this layout does not

provide a lot of opportunities for any

serious transformations, as the walls

between rooms are mostly load-

bearing.

     Disadvantages of this scheme also

include the fact that two-bedroom

apartment type p44t has a spacious,

but at the same time not much

functional, dark corridor.

     Panel residential buildings with

two-bedroom apartments type p44t

started to be built in 1997 and still

construction of such type does not

stop. Therefore, there is a huge

number of flats with a similar layout.

This article will be quite relevant for

those who are faced with the

problem of a space planning and

design in such apartment type and

would like to improve the existing

situation. It is about the main

features, examples and ideas of

living space organization.

     The original layout p44t has quite

large kitchen, spacious separate

rooms, two bathrooms. Kitchen and

living room are not combined.

    



Examples and ideas of
living space
organization

 It’s possible to consider which options

of apartment reconstruction exist and

what can be done to make living space

more convenient.

      For example there is a solution of 

 combining kitchen and living area. This

is a classic variant, which helps on one

hand to expand the space, and on the

other hand make kitchen and living

room more comfortable. As it was

noted earlier, it would be hardly

possible to make full unification, as

there is load-bearing wall between the

rooms. But you can organize an arched

opening space in the wall between the

kitchen and living room for example.

This will give an effect of visual

unification of the areas.

   One of the options how to improve

the space is to remove the partition

separating living room from the hall. 

    

You can achieve several goals at once

-   increase the living room plus make

the corridor smaller, more functional

and fulfilled with natural light.

     Another technique which will help to

visually increase the area, involving

additional space is a unification of living

room with balcony and bedroom with

balcony. Combining these spaces also

provides penetration of more natural

light into the room.

      It is also possible to divide a large

bedroom into zones with the help of

furniture partitions.

    



"Interior design tips for two-
bedroom apartment type

p44t."
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  After redevelopment living room may be 

significantly expanded and became the central space

of the apartment. Mostly it has functions of recreation

area for the whole family, which includes comfortable

sofas, coffee table, perhaps armchairs, artificial

fireplace or a TV.

      After combining this space with glassed balcony,

living room has enough of day-light. In the area of

balcony you also may   put a couple of armchairs.

maybe even wicker chairs (depending on the style), a

table and necessarily additional evening lighting.
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    Kitchen in the layout of p44t is enough large,

which allows to divide a space into working and

dining areas. You can put a spacious kitchen

furniture, which can be arranged along two

walls for example. It’s also possible to place  

 quite  large dining table for the whole family.

    
    Washrooms can be expanded by extending

the partitions to the load-bearing wall of the

living room. Entrance to the washrooms can be

organized from the corridor. This method also

will reduce the space of too huge corridor and

will make the washrooms more comfortable

and spacious.
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S    As mentioned earlier, space of the hall in the

layout can be reduced, giving more area for the

living room and bathrooms. Nevertheless, the

hall will not lose its functions. In the space next

to the front door you can place furniture, mirror.

If to talk about finishing, floor is better to make

with the material which can be easily cleaned

and prevent the penetration of moisture. Ideally

will suit granite or ceramic tile flooring for

example.
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    Children's room in the layout of two-

bedroom apartment p44t is quite spacious. If

there is two children in the family, it is possible

to use a large room for them, separating it with

a sliding partition or plasterboard for example.

Maybe the partition will not completely delimit

the space, but just visually divide a large zone

into 2 parts.

      If the family has one child, you can use a

smaller bedroom for a child’s room. And the

larger one can be used as parent’s bedroom. In

addition, the bay window is a very interesting

element of the interior.
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Choice of style.

    In fact, the choice of style for living space is quite

responsible part of every design project. Style mostly

will determine general mood of future interior, color

scheme and   ideas. Therefore, it should be made

seriously enough. First of all you should understand

which details you would like to see in future interior,

what is important especially for you. Determine color,

stylistic preferences and after this start choosing  style.

    



Which mistakes it's needed to
avoid in the process of
redevelopment and design.
Professional advice.

 While designing a living space in a two-bedroom apartment

type p44t it’s possible to make some common mistakes. For

example, excessive creating of door openings in a bearing

walls or   moving of them.  A lot of walls in such layout are

load-bearing and serious changes can lead to ensuing

consequences. First of all, you need to remember that any

redevelopment and organization of openings in the load-

bearing walls must be coordinated with special organizations.

      It is also not necessary to leave the corridor in the way it

exists initially in the layout. Since it is large enough and will

remain not functional.

   If to talk about style mistakes, one of  classic is mixing  styles

in a tasteless combination. If you choose a certain way of the

interior, try to stick to it in all rooms. No matter children's or

dining room. Using different styles in different rooms is also

unacceptable.

    


